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Nature
- nature has always been respected in Finland

- we have almost 200 000 lakes and over 70  % of Finland’s area is forest

- many tourists come here to find harmony in nature and to feel relaxed

- bears had been worshipped and respected like gods

- nature also plays a big role in ancient religions and in Finnish cottage life

- everyman's rights (the right of everyone in Finland to enjoy outdoor pursuits regardless 

of who owns or occupies an area. You don’t need the landowner's permission, and there is no 

charge. However, you must not damage the environment or disturb others.)



Finnish nature is aesthetic, isn’t it! 



Ancient religions
- we believed that everything in nature and nature itself had a soul

→ polytheism

- Tapio, who was the king of forest and Ahti, the lord of water are examples 

of gods known by name

- usually wise men advised the community and healed sick persons

- maybe some shamanistic features

- worshipping nature and particularly the deceased was important

- the spirit world believed to had pixies, gnomes and elves



On the right, a moose from the cave paintings in Astuvansalmi



Valamo monastery
- Finnish monastery in Heinävesi, Savo

- originally Valamo monastery was located in Laatokka, but after Russia 

took over the area, it was moved to Heinävesi

- founded in 1717

- only Greek orthodox monastery in Finland

- arranges organized tours and visits

- also a possibility to study Greek orthodox religion



Valamo monastery, and orthodox monks 



Lapland
- many people go hiking in Lapland to find inner peace or stability

- organized or self-guided tours and trips

        → lasting from a few days to several weeks

- shamanism
- familiar with native american cultures
- one soothsayer who is believed to own supernatural powers, and 

they are the connecting part between spirit world and terrestrial 
world



Northern lights and reindeer in Lapland



Summer cottages - and sauna 
- over three million Finnish people visit there own or a friend's 

cottage in the summer (in 2010, there were almost half a million 
cottages in Finland)

- a big part of Finnish culture
- no electricity, running water or indoors bathroom
- very primitive conditions - closer to nature → excellent place to 

relieve stress
- “If the disease doesn’t heal by alcohol, tar or having a sauna, it’s 

deadly”
- women used to give birth in sauna and sick people were treated 

there
- we believe that sauna has some kind of supernaturally purifying 

effects



A finnish summer cottage



Yes sometimes after sauna, we 
jump in the hole that’s made in 
the ice, and enjoy the icy water!


